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English grammar practice exercises with answers pdf

English grammar tests with answers (PDF free download)English grammar books PDFEnglish grammar PDF printable grammar rules for passive, reported speeches, conditional, imperatives, time expressions, relative expressions, gerunds and infinitives, indirect questions and verb objects. Ask simple + continuous Ask simple spreadsheets PDF Questions and negatives (do, does, don't, no), third person
(he sits, does, tries). Present continuous spreadsheets PDF I look at, He doesn't write, Do you read? Present simple and continuous spreadsheets PDF Compare: I work, I work, does he speak? Is he talking? Future PDF schedules + arrangements: Bus leaves at 10:00, I leave tomorrow. Past simple + continuous previous simple spreadsheets PDF Verb was (was, weren't, weren't), I worked, he wrote, I
didn't write, Did you go? Past continuous spreadsheets PDF I was asleep, you didn't, did he dance? Past simple and continuous spreadsheets PDF Compare: I drove, he drove. Future Simple + Continuous Future Simple Exercises PDF I Go, He Won't Go, Do They Go? Future continuous exercises PDF I go, I don't leave, do you leave? Simple and continuous exercises of the future PDF Compare: I work, I
work. Going to practice PDF Intentions + Opinions: I'm going to buy, He's going to crash. Present perfect Present complete simple exercises PDF I have been, have you seen? + because, already, not yet... Present the perfect continuous exercises PDF I have lived, it hasn't worked, has he played? Present complete simple and continuous exercises PDF Compare: I've gone, I've gone. Past perfect Past
complete simple exercises PDF I had seen, It hadn't started, if he had done? The last full continuous exercises PDF I had stayed, he hadn't lived if you had? Past complete simple and continuous exercises PDF Compare: I had walked, had walked. Future Perfect Future Perfect Simple Exercises PDF I Have Landed, Have You Sent? Upcoming full continuous exercises PDF I have sailed, has he worked?
The perfect simple and continuous PDF comparison of the future: I have done, He has done. Miscellaneous time formats Will + Going + present a continuous comparison: I'm leaving, I'm leaving tonight. Current full and previous simple exercises PDFI has just moved to Dover. - I moved to Dover last year. Previous full and previous simple exercises PDF When I met him, I had been at the hotel for a week. -
When I met him, he smiled at me. The full and future continuous exercises of the future PDF In ten years, the astronauts will have reached Mars. - In 10 years, people will travel to the Moon. Regular and irregular verbs Regular irregular verbs practice PDF-printed PDF exercises and lists of regular and irregular verbs. Modal verbs Printable spreadsheets with answers to download for free: Can - Can - Can't
exercises PDF He doesn't speak English. We can. We. You can go outside. Must - Do not use PDF I need to improve. You need to talk. Must - Must - Not Allowed - No Need to Use PDF You need to help me. I have to get up. I can't be late. You don't have to wash up. May - Must - Must Practice PDF You can join us. He can come. We have to win. I've got to get going. Be able to PDF spreadsheet 1 All time
formats: I can go, you were able to go, He is able to go, we have been able to go... Can - Be able to PDF spreadsheet 2 Choose the right options to learn the difference. Could - Could PDF Spreadsheet 3 rewrite sentences and retain the same meaning. Passive audio Download free printable exercises with answer keys: Present simple passive PDF It's done. They're written. Present a continuous passive
PDF Dinner will be made. Past a simple passive PDF He was asked. We were told. Present the perfect passive PDF I have been helped. It's broken. Past the perfect passive PDF It was done. Miscellaneous time formats passive PDF They are made. It's being built. He was asked. We have been served... Imperative Second person imperative exercises PDF Take it. Third-person imperative exercises PDF
Let's do it. Here, let me see. Let him go. Imperative test PDF Marked test in mixed form. Gerund + infinitive Gerunds exercises PDF He admitted cheating. I can't wait. Infinative exercises PDF He insisted on talking to me. He made her do it. Looks like she's crying. He pretended to study. Gerund and infinative exercises PDF I like skiing. I'd like to ski. Gerund or infinite test PDF Marked test gerunds vs
infinitives. If expressions (conditional) Zero conditional exercises PDF I always take my umbrella if it rains. First conditional exercises PDF I will take my umbrella if it rains. Another conditional exercise PDF I would take my umbrella if it rained. Third conditional exercise PDF I would have taken my umbrella if it had rained. Miscellaneous conditional exercises PDF Compare different conditional sentences.
Miscellaneous Terms test PDF Marked printable test to download for free. Relative expressions Relative expressions exercises PDF The man who met us... My car that's over there... (who, what, what, what, whose) Direct and indirect object Direct and indirect object practicing PDF I gave my father a gift. I gave my father a present. Indirect Questions Indirect Questions Exercises PDF Can you tell who is
your best friend? Reported speech Report speech exercises PDF I did it for you, he said. - He said he did it for me. He asked me where I was. Take this book. - He told me to take the book. Reported speech test PDF PDF tests with answers to download for free. All these materials are written by self-educated learners who want to learn basic English language learning They are suitable as a foreign
language for beginners, elementary, intermediate, middle and advanced English language students. Our English grammar grammar English time formats on iPhone + iPad Download the free demo app from the App Store. English time formats on iPhones + iPads (paid) 50% discount for schools in the App Store. Here are all the English grammar exercises on the site so far. Irregular verbs: Present a simple
form (with the verb 'be'): Present a simple format (all verbs except 'be'): Present a continuous format: Present simple or current continuous? Current Perfect Simple Format: Past Simple or Current Perfect? Present the perfect continuous format: Present the perfect simple or continuous format? Past Simple Form (with the verb 'be'): Past Simple Form (all verbs except 'be'): Past Continuous Form: Past
Simple or Past Continuous? Past Perfect Simple Form: Past Perfect Simple Positive and Negative Past Perfect Simple Questions Past Perfect or Past Simple? Choose the perfect or simple continuous form of the past: The perfect continuous or previous simple exercise of the past 1 future simple positive format Simple Negative Future Simple Questions The simple or present simple of the future? Future
Perfect Simple Form: Future Perfect Continuous Form: Mixed Future Forms: Mixed Future Forms: Mixed Future Exercise Forms Need more practice? Get more Perfect English Grammar for our courses. Conditionals: Forms reported speech: Passive: Inactive: Relative expressions: Modal verb patterns Prepositiot: Adjectives: Gerunds and Infinitives: Let and Make: Make and Do: Used to Do, Would, and
Used to Doing Phrasal Verbs Exercise 1 Phrasal Verbs Exercise 2 Phrasal Verbs Exercise 3 A and The Other Things Linking Words Need more practice? Get more Perfect English Grammar for our courses. You know that amazing feeling after a long run? Exercise is great for the body. It makes you feel strong, calm and refreshed. The same principle applies to the mind, especially with regard to language
learning. You can use your language skills to get that energetic feeling. And you'll be smoother in the meantime! English grammar exercises in particular help improve your spoken and written language, while keeping you confident and stronger in language. In this article, we will share some of the best English grammar exercises online for fun, effective language training. What makes online grammar
exercises so useful? If you've ever wondered how to learn English grammar more effectively, these grammar exercises are for you. The first is repetition. Reading grammar rules is not enough. You have to practice them over and over again to really control them. Online grammar exercises give you this opportunity correct answers so you can check your work. Speaking of repairs, who doesn't love instant
gratification? You don't have to wait until you see the next tutor that can mark the spreadsheet for you. In one click, you know which answers were correct Wrong. The immediate response helps to keep the motivation to study high. Online grammar training is also convenient. Unlike English grammar textbooks, online exercises can be completed anytime, anywhere. Whenever you have 10 minutes, such as
waiting to serve coffee, you can unlock your laptop, connect to a Wi-Fi network and do a couple of English grammar exercises online. Since most training sites also offer fixes and explanations, you no longer need to carry heavy grammar reference books. The Oxford Practice Grammar Online Oxford University Press website offers English grammar exercises on three levels: basic, medium and advanced. If
you're not sure what level you're at, you can first take an evaluation test to find out what grammar rules you need to practice. This diagnostic test can take up to 30 minutes to complete, but you will get feedback and points that will guide you through the most appropriate policy. Each level includes many grammar exercises, a listening and speaking section, and another section aimed at reading and writing.
There are also useful links that take you to other Oxford language learning resources. English grammar exercises take different forms, such as multiple-choice questions or putting words in the right order. Each task can cover a few grammatical things at this level. If irregular verbs are your weak spot, you can also find separate exercises to practice them. FluentU Looking for a way to make English grammar
exercises more exciting and fun? Did you even think that was possible? Well, that's with FluentU! FluentU uses authentic English-language videos such as movie trailers, music videos, inspiring conversations and more to teach you English rules in an entertaining way. Each video has interactive captions — click on any word for instant definition, pronunciation, and visual learning. Videos stop automatically
when you explore any word. FluentU also displays other videos with the word on them, so you can see how to use it in different contexts and grammatical settings. Then FluentU's Learn Mode brings the grammar exercises. There are visual memory cards and quizzes to help you practice what you've learned after each video. Get instant feedback, and FluentU will even track your progress over time to see
how quickly your English skills are developing. The videos are organized by genre and learning level, so it's easy to find what works for you. Some focus especially on grammar, such as this video of double negatives in English. Others focus on different topics, but let you learn English grammar naturally, as this celebrity interview, which often uses past tense modals, would have. What you can take this
interactive English policy anywhere with the FluentU mobile app. Explore the entire video training library for free with the FluentU trial. EnglishGrammar Online Exercises Online Exercises Online Exercise Section Online Exercise Section the website covers various English speaking parts, including adjectives, adverbs, non-languages, prepositions, pronouns and more. You also have the opportunity to
improve your writing skills with the right inctuations and spelling. After you select a topic, you will be redirected to a page with a brief explanation and multiple choice questions. Whenever you answer a question, you get an immediate result, regardless of whether you are right or wrong. It's a quick, easy and effective way to strengthen your grammar knowledge. Complete English grammar The perfect English
grammar website features online exercises on many grammatical topics. Especially if you're struggling with English time formats, this is a great site for you. In addition to practicing individual time formats, this site also has mixed quizzes to help you identify the right tension context across contexts. When you come to the website to practice, select only one topic from the list and follow the link to the training
page. You need to fill in an empty spot with your answer, and you can immediately check if it is correct or not. The simplicity of the form of exercise makes it easier to train more and more. If you're not sure about a specific grammar rule, you might be able to learn more about it on the Explanations tab. Even more exercises are available with Perfect English Grammar PLUS. UsingEnglish.com's Tests and
Quizzes UsingEnglish.com has an extensive collection of free English quizzes to practice a variety of grammar, word use and vocabulary issues. The tests are available to learners of all levels: beginners, mid-level and advanced. Quizzes are in the form of multiple-choice questions, and you'll get a score when you're done with all the items. Answer keys are also available by clicking. UsingEnglish lets you
practice with a few specific topics in a broader grammar issue. For example, when you learn about adjectives and adverb, you can do some exercises on individual words or adverb positions in a sentence. In each quiz, you can see the number and difficulty of the questions. This allows you to know how long it can take and whether it suits you before starting the test. There are also many quizzes on
vocabulary so that you can speak and write in English not only grammatically, but also naturally. GrammarBook's Quizzes GrammarBook is an excellent source for learning grammar and spam. It has hundreds of quizzes that you can order separately or with your subscription. In addition, you can take advantage of many free interactive grammar quizzes. They cover parts of speech, subject and verb
agreements, and the most confusing words in English. The added value of the GrammarBook quiz is their focus on English writing. You can test your skills with interactive exercises with space marks and capital letters. These quizzes prepare you for written English in the real world, such as university tests, covering letters or business proposals. first-english first-english is a website dedicated exclusively to
English grammar exercises online. It is completely free for you to learn and improve your English. Grammar exercises cover all the usual grammar topics, from time formats to different types of speech. Each theme has several full-volume activities, as well as multiple-choice items that focus on smaller issues on the same topic. There is either a brief explanation or a Help button that gives you a hint of the
correct answer if you find the action a little tricky. Since the website is for English-only grammar exercises, there are no distractions. You can focus on practicing with simple, simple tasks and moving from one topic to another. The British Council's Grammar Exercises British Council website for Learning English is an excellent resource for all aspects of the language. When it comes to English grammar, they
offer interactive online exercises so you can practice your learning about the rules. The grammar issues available here on the grammar training page: Pronouns Definers and Refiners Ownership adjectives Adverbials Subuns Verbs Expressions, phrases, and phrases When you select a single topic, such as pronouns, you will be taken to a page with all subjects such as personal pronouns, ownership
pronouns, reflexive pronouns, relative pronouns, and so on. There you will find explanations for proper use and some interactive exercises. Go through all the questions and get your feedback point at the end. There is a comment section where students ask questions and help each other. Sign up for an account and you can join the conversation. Practice makes a champion. You're not going to be a master
of English grammar if you don't use it. Although it may not always be possible to practice with a native English speaker, it is always possible to do some exercises online. Take advantage of these English grammar exercises online to make the most of your knowledge in practice. If you liked this post, something tells me that you love FluentU, which is the best way to learn English with real-life videos.
Experience english immersion online! Online!
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